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Return on investment is everything. Especially right now. You need to be able to see
at a glance exactly how hard your IT partner is working for you. And what benefit
that work is bringing to your business.

An IT support partner should provide a detailed IT strategy for the long and short
term. This roadmap should be relevant and important to your business - not a standard one
issued by the IT support partner. Not convoluted with jargon. I’ve heard too many stories
of IT companies providing very vague "roadmaps" that don't actually support your business
goals and functions. Avoid!

WHAT ARE THE TOP 10 REASONS CEOS FIRE
THEIR IT COMPANY AND SWITCH TO ANOTHER?

REASON TO SWITCH 1)
they're NOT SEEING BUSINESS RESULTS

 Acknowledges issues in good time
 Keeps you in the loop of everything that you need to know, and
 Does what they say they’ll do, when they say they’ll do it

This can cover a whole range of issues… from it taking far too long for them to
acknowledge problems… to them not letting you know when updates are taking place… or
not getting back to you when they say they will…

If we were talking about any other kind of supplier, these gripes might seem a little petty.
But as we know, without working technology, business can’t run as it’s supposed to. And
these little gripes become huge issues.

This is a great way for you to distinguish an IT support provider from an IT support
partner.

You need a responsive IT support partner who:

Just as your success is their success, your failure is their failure. So, the faster an issue can be
resolved, the better it is for both parties.

REASON TO SWITCH 2)
POOR COMMUNICATION



Yes, you read that correctly.

There are some IT support providers – whose job it is to keep your data safe and secure –
that don’t do the same thing within their own business.

They don’t make it a priority to keep themselves educated on the latest scams and threats.
They can’t keep you up to speed.

And they won’t go out of their way to ensure every last part of your data is as safe as it can
be. Or that your software 100% up-to-date all the time.

I know… this scares me too…

Is this really a company you’d want to be responsible for keeping your business safe from
the growing number of data breaches?

REASON TO SWITCH 3)
DATA SECURITY isn't being taken SERIOUSLY

“Sorry, we don’t cover that.”

Ever heard that from your IT support provider? Lots of businesses have. But so long as the
request relates to your technology, it should be a red flag.

“We don’t cover that” suggests a real lack of concern for your business. And that’s not what
a partner is about.

A partner actively spends time looking at new ways to improve your network, your data
security, and your infrastructure. They won’t be working rigidly to a one-size fits all contract.

And that’s just the point. One size doesn’t fit all, because each and every business is unique.
Even two businesses in the same street, selling the same product or service will have a
different way of working. They’ll use different software and devices, have different people
working with them, and importantly, have different goals.

You need an IT support partner that will take your goals as their own and do as much as they
can to help you reach them.

REASON TO SWITCH 4)
THE CONTRACT is limiting
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Understandably, many problems can’t always be fixed immediately. Some issues take
a while to get to the bottom of. Other problems are rare and may take a little more
diagnostic work.

But in these situations, good communication is key. It might take you a while to see a
resolution, but if your IT support partner is keeping you updated at each step, you’re
confident it’s in hand. Whereas if your support request is still awaiting a response three days
later… you’ve got a problem.

And would you believe that some issues never get fixed at all? Or that one thing gets fixed
only to break something else?

This is technology we’re talking about. It goes wrong. It doesn’t always work the way we want
it to. But you absolutely should not be facing issue after issue and waiting days to have
problems resolved. You should not face silence when you need help.

All that waiting means downtime for your business. Where’s the value for money in that?

REASON TO SWITCH 5)
THINGS TAKE TOO LONG TO FIX
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REASON TO SWITCH 6)
the provider never accepts responsibility

When you take on an IT support partner, it’s vital that both businesses take
responsibility for their side of the agreement.

Failing to do so causes a huge lack of trust. And means that the relationship is going
nowhere.

I’ve heard from business owners who have reported an issue to their IT support provider,
only to be told that it’s their fault that the issue arose!

(despite them following advice and instruction from that same IT support provider)

I’ve also heard from business owners who have reported issues to their IT support provider;
only to be told that they need to contact someone else (such as a software vendor) about
the problem.

The idea of an IT support partner is that you trust them to deal with their area of expertise,
while you get on with yours. If they’re passing the buck when you face a problem, you’re not
getting the benefit of a support partner at all.



If technology wasn’t complicated, everyone would be able to take care of their own
business infrastructure without a problem.

However, the truth is quite the opposite. It’s full of strange words and concepts, and
everything changes every 7 minutes! (it seems that way anyway).

It’s a minefield if you don’t know what you’re doing.

The hallmark of a good IT support partner is that they take this complication and make it
look easy. Better still, they make it sound easy. They explain things to you without sounding
like they’re speaking a foreign language.

Again, it all comes down your connection as partners. If you can’t communicate properly
with each other, how fruitful is this relationship really going to be? The likelihood is that
it’ll leave both sides frustrated, and your business won’t be able to make the most of the
technology it has.

REASON TO SWITCH 7)
THEre's too much TECH lingo
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REASON TO SWITCH 8)
there's no ongoing learning

Ok, so we’re not expecting your IT support partner to teach you their job. You
don’t need to be an expert in IT - that’s what you’re paying someone to do for you.
However, there should be a certain element of learning when you partner with an IT
company.

For example, you need to learn about cybersecurity; how to avoid scams; and how to
protect your data.

If you’re told “Let us worry about that,” it should ring alarm bells. You can’t expect to keep
your organization safe from a data breach or data theft if you don’t know what you’re trying
to protect yourself from.

It’s also important that your IT support partner explains what they’re doing. You really do
want to have a basic understanding of how your infrastructure works or is set up for you.
This will help you to help yourself when a minor issue occurs.
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Many of our clients complain that their previous IT support providers spent more
time pushing new equipment than they did on the fundamentals.

It’s nice to have the very latest technology in your business, but it’s certainly not vital. There
are lots of other things to consider before upgrading equipment and devices. Especially
today when value for money and return on investment are critical.

Of course, your business will need a certain level of equipment for you to operate the way
you need to, but you probably already have most of the things you need. I find that for most
businesses, it’s far more important to get the infrastructure right (fixing how your technology
is set up) before we even consider your hardware. Additional devices, for example, are
sometimes nice to have rather than crucial.

A good IT support partner will help you to create an IT roadmap, which should detail at
which points in the years ahead you need to budget for upgrades or additional devices.

REASON TO SWITCH 9)
someone's ALWAYS PUSHING NEW HARDWARE

REASON TO SWITCH 10)
They'VE OUTGROWN THEM

Your support requests aren’t being responded to as quickly as you need them to be
Or the recommendations on how best to use technology to grow your business have

Or you need a higher level of support

Now, this last one isn’t necessarily a bad reason to switch IT support partners.
Sometimes, a business simply grows too big for a smaller IT company to deal with.

That’s actually great news for you. The difficult part can be knowing when to make the
switch.

Especially when you’re working with a company that you like.

It’s worth keeping in mind that if

stopped

… it’s in your best interest to find a new IT support partner.
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If you’ve noticed you need more support, your IT support partner has probably noticed too.
In fact, if they’re good partners, they may even discuss this with you first. Trust me when I
say there will be no hard feelings. No company wants to be out of its depth with clients.

If you’ve ever felt any of these gripes, perhaps now
is the right time for you to make the switch too.
Call TotalCare IT today if you are interested in talking about premium IT services and
cybersecurity for your Idaho business: 208-881-9713. Or send us an email at
info@totalcareit.net.


